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A new design method for multi-rotor aircraft with distributed electric propulsion is pre-
sented to ensure a property of robustness against rotor failure from the control perspective.
Based on the concept of null controllability, a quality measure is derived to evaluate and quan-
tify the performance of a given design with the consideration of rotor failure. An optimization
problem whose cost function is based on the quality measure is formulated and its optimal
solution identifies a set of optimal design parameters that maximizes an aircraft’s ability to
control its attitude and hence its position. The effectiveness of the proposed design procedure
is validated through the results of experimentation with the Autonomous Flying Ambulance
model being developed at Caltech’s Center for Autonomous Systems and Technologies.

I. Introduction
Aircraft with multiple rotors have drawn much attention in recent years because of their unique advantages such

as vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) in space-constrained environments, ability to perform agile and dynamic
maneuvers, and availability in a wide range of form-factors tailored to various missions. These aircraft have enabled
and opened up a broad range of applications, including search and rescue [1], surveillance and monitoring [2], and
transportation and delivery [3].

One important class of such aircraft is personal aerial vehicles (PAVs), or more commonly known as “flying
cars." These vehicles are equipped with both distributed fan arrays and fixed wings. They are envisioned as the next
generation urban transporters not only because their VTOL capability allows them to be more accessible to passengers
via small landing pads in a complex urban environment than bigger aircraft that require large airports [4], but also
because their wings improve energy efficiency and flight duration compared to pure rotor-based aircraft. At Caltech, we
are developing an aircraft under this category as a “flying ambulance" for emergency medical services (see Fig. 1),
which we believe is one of the most critical applications for such aircraft.

Clearly, safety is of the utmost importance for these aircraft and it cannot be sacrificed even when they encounter
failure of some components and need to operate under abnormal conditions. Among the possible failure modes, we
limit the scope of our study to rotor failure. Many multi-rotor aircraft are overactuated, which allows them to be robust
against rotor failure up to a certain degree (Fig. 2). The key question that we are interested in is how to optimize design
of multi-rotor aircraft such that they remain controllable when different combinations of rotors fail.

A. Related Work
A survey on fault-tolerant techniques for multi-rotor aircraft can be found in [9]. One way of handling the failure is

to develop separate controllers to be used when rotors fail [10, 11]. With this approach, control authority in certain axis
is often sacrificed in order to retain control in the rest. For example, it is well-known that a quadrotor cannot retain
full controllability on its position and attitude when it loses one or more rotors as it becomes an underactuated system.
In this case, controllers may decide to give up yaw authority [12] or to control only the reduced attitude [13]. In the
literature, hexacopters have been a popular platform to study controllability because they seem to be robust to the failure
of up to two rotors and be able to fly like quadrotors. Interestingly, however, researchers have shown that symmetric and
collinear hexacopters subject to a single rotor failure are not fully controllable [14], and controllers with limited attitude
controllability have been developed [11, 15].
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1 (a) Autonomous Flying Ambulance being developed at Caltech’s Center for Autonomous Systems and
Technologies. (b) A bare-bones prototype vehicle used as a test platform.

As such, carefully designed control laws can handle certain rotor failure cases that they are intended for, but it
is difficult to come up with a set of control laws that can cope with all possible cases of rotor failures. Furthermore,
the resulting behavior and inherent controllability of multi-rotor aircraft are limited by their own design choices that
govern the sets of generable forces and moments from the aircraft. Therefore, another, and perhaps a better, way of
addressing rotor failure is to optimize the design of aircraft to be robust against rotor failure and enhance survivability
of the aircraft. In this spirit, a carefully designed aircraft with only one rotor was proposed in [16], which can perform
limited maneuvers and avoid unwanted crash. Hexacopters with tilted rotors were also proposed in order to retain
controllability and to improve disturbance rejection after rotor failure [17–19]. Although some asymmetric multi-rotor
aircraft have been reported in the literature [20], most multi-rotor aircraft resorts to symmetric configurations [21–24],
limiting exploration of the full design space as well as control performance of such aircraft.

(a) Lilium, Lilium Jet [5] (b) Kitty Hawk, Cora [6]

(c) Airbus, Vahana [7] (d) NASA, GL-10 [8]

Fig. 2 Existing aircraft with distributed electric propulsion.
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B. Contribution and Paper Organization
In this work, we present a novel design method for multi-rotor aircraft from the control perspective, which ensures

robustness against rotor failure. Specifically, we aim to optimize the design in a way that it maximizes the ability of
multi-rotor aircraft to reach static hover after rotor failure, which is a desirable state once the accident happens. To this
end, we first introduce multi-rotor dynamics and the notion of null controllability, and derive a condition for multi-rotor
aircraft to be null controllable in Sec. II. Then in Sec. III, we define a quality measure based on the derived condition,
which can be used to evaluate a given design with the consideration of rotor failure. Using a cost function defined
based on the quality measure, we formulate an optimization problem whose solution identifies a set of optimal design
parameters maximizing an aircraft’s ability to control its attitude. In Sec. IV, we illustrate the design procedure with the
aircraft shown in Fig. 1b and provide a detailed controllability analysis of the aircraft with the optimized design. We
also conduct experiment to show that the aircraft with its rotor orientations optimized can track attitude commands in all
directions after two rotors fail, which is not the case when all rotors are simply vertical. For the experiment, we make
use of a control allocation method recently proposed in [25], which aims to minimize energy consumption while trying
to evenly distribute upward lift across all rotors to avoid potential saturation. The paper concludes in Sec. V.

C. Notation
The following notations are adopted throughout this paper. R denotes the set of real numbers. Rn denotes the set of

n-dimensional real vectors and Rm×n denotes the set of m by n real matrices. The set of nonnegative real numbers is
denoted by R≥0. Scalars are written in plain letters, vectors in small-bold letters, and matrices in capital-bold letters.
The i-th element of a vector v is denoted as vi . 0 is a column vector of zeros with an appropriate dimension. O is a
zero matrix and I is a square identity matrix of appropriate dimensions. A = [ai j] is a matrix with its element in i-th
row and j-th column denoted as ai j . b = [bi] is a vector with its i-th element denoted as bi . K = diag(k1, · · · , kn) is a
n-dimensional diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are k1, · · · , kn. ‖v‖2 is the 2-norm of v. ‖A‖2 and ‖A‖F are
the 2-norm and the Frobenius norm of A, respectively. S(·), C(·), and T(·) denote sin(·), cos(·), and tan(·), respectively.
The function max{a, b} (resp. min{a, b}) returns a if a > b (resp. a < b) and b otherwise. λmin(B)

(
resp. λmax(B)

)
denotes a minimum (resp. maximum) eigenvalue of a square matrix B. A function whose partial derivatives exist and
are continuous is in class of C1. hx(·) denotes the partial derivative of h(·) with respect to x. For a time-dependent
variable w(t), its initial value at t = t0 is denoted as w(t0) = w0.

II. Controllability with Rotor Failure

A. System Dynamics
As a precursor to the discussion of controllability, we first introduce the multi-rotor aircraft dynamics. Let us define

the state vector of a multi-rotor aircraft as x = [p>, v>, η>,ω>]>, where p is the position of the aircraft in the inertial
frame, v is the velocity of the aircraft with respect to the inertial frame expressed in the body frame, η = [φ, θ, ψ]> is a
vector of ZYX Euler angles describing the orientation of the aircraft with respect to the inertial frame, and ω is the
angular velocity of the aircraft with respect to the inertial frame expressed in the body frame. Furthermore, let R(η) be
a rotation matrix that transforms a vector from the body frame to the inertial frame, and Q(η) be a matrix transforming
angular velocities into the time derivatives of Euler angles, defined as

R(η) =
©«
CθCψ SφSθCψ − CφSψ CφSθCψ + SφSψ
CθSψ SφSθSψ + CφCψ CφSθSψ − SφCψ
−Sθ SφCθ CφCθ

ª®®¬ , Q(η) =
©«
1 SφTθ CφTθ
0 Cφ −Sφ
0 Sφ/Cθ Cφ/Cθ

ª®®¬ .
Let J ∈ R3×3 be a constant diagonal moment of inertia matrix. The aircraft dynamics are then

Ûp = R(η)v, Ûv = −ω × v + R>(η) fg + m−1 f , Ûη = Q(η)ω, J Ûω = −ω × Jω + m, (1)

where m is the mass, fg is the gravity exerted on the aircraft expressed in the inertial frame, and f = [ fx, fy, fz]> and
m = [mx,my,mz]

> are the force and moment exerted on the aircraft by rotors, respectively. Hence, the control input to
the system is u = [ f >,m>]>.
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B. Static Hover
When a multi-rotor aircraft detects rotor failure, it is desirable to steer the aircraft to static hover (i.e., Ûx = 0) as

soon as possible to cope with the emergency and land safely if necessary. If the aircraft has an ability to generate the
force f and the moment m in all directions unbounded, then one can design a controller such that f and m stabilize
the position and attitude dynamics, respectively. However, many practical multi-rotor aircraft have constraints on the
generable f , and the position control often relies on the attitude control because the position dynamics in Eq. (1) is
affected by attitude and angular velocities. For this reason, a control system of multi-rotor aircraft usually consists
of two parts: an outer loop position controller and an inner loop attitude controller that runs faster than the position
controller (Fig. 3). Under this control scheme, the position controller computes desired thrust and attitude, and the
attitude controller computes desired moment based on the current and desired attitudes.

An aircraft may achieve static hover in two steps: 1) find a desired attitude ηd such that the constrained f can
stabilize the position dynamics towards Ûp = Ûv = 0, and 2) stabilize the attitude about Ûη = Ûω = 0 and η = ηd and
ω = ωd = 0. We make a mild assumption that the aircraft can always generate thrust large enough to counterbalance
its own weight after the failure of any combination of rotors of interest. Obviously, the remaining portion of f after
canceling the gravity, if any, can be used for position control. Hereafter, we mainly focus on the attitude controllability
of and moments exerted on multi-rotor aircraft and let ηd = 0.

C. Null Controllability
Controllability analysis has been a classical problem in the controls community and many seminal works exist in the

literature [26–28]. Especially for nonlinear systems, different concepts of controllability have been developed; among
them, we are interested in null controllability of multi-rotor aircraft, which is related to their ability to reach static hover.

Definition 1. Consider a nonlinear system Ûx = h(x, u), where x(t) ∈ Rn is a state vector, u(t) ∈ Ω ⊂ Rm is a control
input bounded by a restraint set Ω, and h is in C1. The system is locally Ω-null controllable if there exists an open set
V ⊂ Rn containing the origin such that any x0 ∈ V at time t0 can be controlled to x f = 0 in finite time t f < ∞ by
some controller satisfying u(t) ∈ Ω for all time t ∈ [t0, t f ]. The system is globally Ω-null controllable ifV = Rn.

The following theorem and corollary from [29] provide conditions for a system to be globally Ω-null controllable.
We refer the readers to [29] for their proofs.

Theorem 1. Consider a system Ûx = h(x, u). Suppose there exist a scalar function V(x) : Rn → R, and a vector
function U(x) : Rn → Rm in C1 such that
(a) V(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0, and V(x) > 0 otherwise;
(b) lim‖x ‖→∞ V(x) = +∞;
(c) U(x) ⊂ Ω;
(d) ÛV < 0 for x , 0, and ÛV = 0 for x = 0.

Then the system is globally asymptotically stable about the origin with the controller u(t) = U
(
x(t)

)
⊂ Ω on 0 ≤ t < ∞.

If, in addition to (d), ÛV ≤ −αV holds for some α > 0, then the system is exponentially stable.

Fig. 3 A control system architecture of multi-rotor aircraft.
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Corollary 1. Consider the system in Theorem 1 and assume V(x) and U(x) exist satisfying the conditions therein. If
the followings also hold,
(e) h(0, 0) = 0;
(f) u = 0 is in the interior of Ω;
(g) rank

[
B,AB, · · · ,An−1B

]
= n, where A = hx(0, 0) and B = hu(0, 0),

then the domain of null controllability for the system isV = Rn.

Define the attitude state y = [η>,ω>]>. For static hover, we want to arrive at y(t f ) = Ûy(t f ) = 0 in finite time t f < ∞
from a given initial condition at time t0 by some controller m bounded by a control input setM for all t ∈ [t0, t f ]. In
other words, we want the aircraft to beM-null controllable. Let us denote the attitude dynamics in Eq. (1) written in
terms of y as Ûy = g(y,m), and let Y be the domain of y where the Euler angles are valid and ω ∈ R3.

Corollary 2. The system Ûy = g(y,m) is locallyM-null controllable if m = 0 is in the interior ofM.

Proof. We check the conditions presented in Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. The local result is due to (c) because
m(y) ∈ M is not guaranteed for all y ∈ Y with a state feedback controller m, especially whenM is restricted due to
rotor failure. However, it is possible to show that there exists a non-empty domain of null controllability. IfM = R3,
then the system isM-null controllable on Y.

Define ωr = ωd +Q−1K1(ηd − η) and consider the state feedback controller m = J Ûωr − Jω × ω − JK2(ω − ωr ).
Here, K1 = diag(k11, k12, k13) and K2 = diag(k21, k22, k23) are constant positive definite matrices. Since ηd = ωd = 0
for static hover, ωr = −Q−1K1η and Ûωr = − ÛQ−1K1η −Q−1K1 Ûη. Define ω̃ = ω − ωr and ỹ = [η>, ω̃>]>. Notice that
ỹ = 0 if and only if y = 0. Let V = 1

2η
>η + 1

2 ω̃
>ω̃ = 1

2 ‖ ỹ‖
2
2 , then V = 0 if and only if y = 0 and V > 0 when y , 0,

thereby satisfying (a). Furthermore, V is radially unbounded and (b) is satisfied. With the above controller m, it can be

shown that ÛV = − ỹ>P ỹ, where P =

(
K1 −Q
O K2

)
is a positive definite matrix. Hence, ÛV = 0 if and only if y = 0 and ÛV < 0

otherwise, satisfying (d). In fact, ÛV ≤ −λmin(P)‖ ỹ‖22 = −2c1V with c1 = λmin(P) = min{λmin(K1), λmin(K2)} > 0, and
V

(
ỹ
)
≤ e−2c1tV

(
ỹ0

)
. Therefore, the closed loop system is exponentially stable and ‖η‖2 ≤ ‖ ỹ‖2 ≤ e−c1t ‖ ỹ0‖2.

Regarding (c), we show that there exists a non-empty subsetU of the domain of null controllability, which guarantees
m to be within a subset ofM for all time. Define Bε = {m ∈ R3 | ‖m‖2 ≤ ε} and let ε̄ > 0 be the maximum radius
possible withinM. Such an ε̄ always exist because the origin is in the interior ofM. We show that ε is determined by an
initial state, andU is a set of y0 that satisfies ε(y0) ≤ ε̄ . For this, notice ‖m‖2 ≤ ‖J Ûωr ‖2 + ‖Jω‖2‖ω‖2 + ‖JK2ω̃‖2 ≤
λmax(J)‖ Ûωr ‖2 + λmax(J)‖ω‖22 + λmax(JK2)‖ω̃‖2. With the controller m, the closed loop attitude dynamics become
J Û̃ω + JK2ω̃ = 0 whose solution is ω̃ = e−K2tω̃0, and thus, ‖ω̃‖2 ≤ e−c2t ‖ω̃0‖2 with c2 = λmin(K2) ≥ c1 > 0.
Furthermore, ‖ω‖2 ≤ ‖ω̃‖2 + ‖ωr ‖2 ≤ ‖ω̃‖2 + c3‖η‖2 ≤ e−c2t ‖ω̃0‖2 + c3e−c1t ‖ ỹ0‖2 with c3 =

√
2λmax(K1) > 0.

Also, ‖ Ûωr ‖2 ≤ ‖ ÛQ−1K1η‖2 + ‖Q−1K1 Ûη‖2 ≤ λmax(K1)(‖η‖2 +
√

2)‖ Ûη‖2 ≤ λmax(K1)λmax(Q)(‖η‖2 +
√

2)‖ω‖2 ≤
λmax(K1)λmax(Q)(e−c1t ‖ ỹ0‖2 +

√
2)(e−c2t ‖ω̃0‖2 + c3e−c1t ‖ ỹ0‖2). Consequently, ‖m‖2 is upper bounded by the sum of

terms that are in turn upper bounded by the terms that are exponentially decaying from the norms of initial states; we let
this final upper bound of ‖m‖2 be ε . Therefore, for the initial states that result in ε ≤ ε̄ , m ∈ Bε ⊂ Bε̄ ⊂ M for all time
and (c) is satisfied. Since ε > 0 always exist, such initial states also exist, andU is not empty. Furthermore,U is larger
with a greater ε̄ .

The remaining conditions are straightforward. (e) is checked by noting that g(0, 0) = 0, and (f) is satisfied by the

assumption. The controllability matrix constructed with A = gy(0, 0) =

(
O I
O O

)
and B = gm(0, 0) =

(
O

J−1

)
has a full

rank, thereby satisfying (g).

According to Corollary 2, one can quickly inspect if the aircraft is null controllable when its rotors are failed by
checking if the resultant moment setM contains a neighborhood of the origin. In the proof, we also noted that it is
desirable to have a greater ε̄ that will result in largerU. Physically, ε̄ measures the magnitude of the generable moment
in the weakest direction. If the evolution of attitude dynamics is too slow due to small ε̄ , the position dynamics may
become undesirable or energy may be drained from power source before reaching static hover. Therefore, we want the
aircraft to maintain as great ε̄ as possible after rotor failure. This may be done from the initial design stage of the aircraft
using, for instance, the optimization presented in Sec. III. The aircraft may also be designed in such a way that the
position and orientation of its rotors are actively changed to reshape the moment setM and to increase ε̄ . In Sec. IV, we
illustrate how rotor failure affects controllability and demonstrate how aircraft design can help preserve controllability
with a concrete example.
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III. Control-Centric Design Optimization

A. Rotor Properties
Let us denote the force and moment developed by the i-th rotor as fi and mi , respectively. Define a unit vector ẑi

in the direction of the rotation axis of the i-th rotor with respect to the aircraft’s body frame, then fi = fi ẑi with the
magnitude of the force given by fi = ρcTi d

4
i ν

2
i ≥ 0 [30]. Here, ρ is air density, and cTi , di , and νi are the thrust coefficient,

diameter, and speed of the i-th rotor, respectively. A physical rotor has an upper limit ν̄i on its maximum rotation speed,
and at this speed, it can generate a maximum thrust of f̄i . Let us also denote the largest force vector as f̄i = f̄i ẑi .

If ri is the position of the i-th rotor with respect to the body frame, which is assumed to have its origin at the
aircraft’s center of gravity, then mi = ri × fi + τi , where τi = sgn(i)τi ẑi is the reaction moment exerted on the aircraft
by the i-th rotor and sgn(i) is +1 or −1 depending on the rotation direction of the rotor. The magnitude of the reaction
moment is τi = ρcPi d

5
i ν

2
i /2π, where cPi is the power coefficient. Define γi = sgn(i)τi/ fi = sgn(i)cPi di/2πcTi , then

τi = γi fi . As a result, mi = fiµi where µi = ri × ẑi + γi ẑi . The vector µi points in the direction of the net moment
generated by the i-th rotor, but it is not necessarily a unit vector. Let m̄i = f̄iµi .

Precisely speaking, the coefficients cTi and cPi are functions of the rotor speed νi; however, they are usually assumed
to be constant, and this assumption has been valid in practice. We also treat these coefficients as constants in this work.
Without loss of generality, we assume all rotors have the same properties to avoid unnecessary complications in the
analysis: cTi ≡ cT , cPi ≡ cP , di ≡ d, ν̄i ≡ ν̄, f̄i ≡ f̄ , and |γi | ≡ γ, ∀i.

B. Moment Set and Quality Measure
Let us denote the set of all possible moments that the rotors can exert on the aircraft asM ⊂ R3 and define it as

M = {m ∈ R3 | m =
∑nr

i=1 ai m̄i, 0 ≤ ai ≤ 1, ∀i}, where nr is the total number of rotors. Note thatM is a convex set
defined by the vectors ẑi and µi , which in turn are characterized by a set of aircraft design parameters such as the total
number of rotors, their locations, orientations, cT , cP , and so on. If we denote the set of all possible vectors of aircraft
design parameters of interest as D, then for each element d ∈ D, one can construct the associated setM(d).

To achieve our goal of design optimization, we define a quality measure κ : D → R≥0 based on some characterization
ofM(d), which enables comparison of the quality of different aircraft designs in D. Recall from the discussion in
Sec. II.C that, for null controllability, we prefer to have a large radius ε̄ of a maximal ball inscribed inM(d). As a
further generalization of the concept, one can also consider fitting geometric objects other than a ball inside ofM(d).
For example, an ellipsoid would replace the ball if weighted control authority is desired for each dimension ofM(d). If
independence between different moment directions is desired, a rectangular cuboid may be considered. Regardless of
which geometric object is chosen, we define the maximal scale of the object withinM(d) to be our cost function κ. In
all cases, the objects describe preferred moment directions and amounts in some manner, and κ indicates the aircraft’s
largest ability to generate moments according to this preference. Note that the origin must be always inM(d) in order
for κ to be properly defined; otherwise, we let κ = 0. Also, this measure corresponds to the worst case analysis in the
sense that there normally exists extra control authority available beyond the geometric objects considered.

C. Design Optimization with Rotor Failure
We now present a design procedure to obtain an optimal d∗ ∈ D that results inM(d∗) maximizing κ. Here, we

consider a rectangular cuboid with a fixed ratio representing the desired relative control authority between dimensions of
M(d), in order to ensure that certain level of control authority is independently available for each dimension ofM(d)
even after rotor failure. However, the same approach may be taken with a sphere or an ellipsoid by using the methods in
[31] instead of the optimization problem formulated below.

Suppose the rectangular cuboid is defined asC = {m ∈ R3 | ζ ≤ m ≤ ζ̄ ; ζ, ζ̄ ∈ R3}with a pre-specified ratio given as
β = [β1, β2, β3]

> representing the desired relative control authority for each dimension ofM(d). Let κC be the scaled set
of C defined similar to C but with lower and upper bounds of m replaced by κζ and κζ̄ , respectively. Note that the convex
setM(d) is a polyhedron, which can be written asM(d) = {m ∈ R3 |Am ≤ b, A = [ai j] ∈ Rp×3, b = [bi] ∈ Rp},
where p is the number of polyhedron facets. Then the following convex optimization problem solves for κ∗, which is the
maximal scale possible while ensuring κ∗C is withinM(d) and while considering the relative importance β:
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κ∗ = argmax
κ

3∑
i=1

log
(
κ(ζ̄i − ζ

i
)
)
,

subject to 0 ≤ κ, β1
−1(ζ̄1 − ζ1

) = β2
−1(ζ̄2 − ζ2

) = β3
−1(ζ̄3 − ζ3

), ζ
k
< ζ̄k, k = 1, 2, 3,

a+i j = max{ai j, 0}, a−i j = max{−ai j, 0},
3∑
j=1

a+i j ζ̄j − a−i jζ j ≤ bi, i = 1, · · · , p.

(2)

In Eq. (2), the cost function is the log of a volume of κC. The first equality constraint enforces the relative ratio of κC,
and the last inequality constraint ensures that κC remains withinM(d). The optimal set of design parameters d∗ is then
computed by solving Eq. (2) over the domain D, that is, d∗ = argmaxd∈D κ∗.

The above formulation, which assumed all rotors are fully functional, can be extended to handle the case with
potential rotor failures as follows. Let R be a set whose elements are a set of rotors of which the aircraft is supposed to
be robust against the failure. For each r ∈ R and d, there is an associatedMr (d), where the subscript represents the
loss of rotors in r, and also κ∗r obtained by solving Eq. (2) withMr (d). Because we want to maintain at least some
control authority even in the worst case scenario, we let κ∗

R
= minr ∈R κ∗r and d∗ = argmaxd∈D κ∗R .

IV. Simulation and Hardware Experiment

A. Aircraft Description
At Caltech, an aircraft that combines multiple rotors with a wing is being developed (Fig. 1). There will be two

main flight modes for the aircraft; a multi-rotor mode for VTOL and slow speed flight, and a fixed-wing mode for high
speed cruise flight. A bare-bones prototype of the aircraft is shown in Fig. 1b and its schematic diagrams are provided
in Fig. 4. To start with, some design parameters of the prototype were already chosen based on the most critical design
requirements. Specifically, the prototype has a total of eight rotors around its main body, which are placed symmetric
about the body longitudinal axis and are driven by electric brushless DC motors. Among them, six rotors are placed on
the sides of the main body, all at the same height and equidistant from the main body to minimize aerodynamic drag
when in cruise mode. The last two are located in the back, and the exact locations of the rotors are pre-determined as
shown in Table 1. Also presented in Table 2 are measured and derived rotor properties. The prototype is 112 cm in
length, 56 cm in width, and 16 cm in height with the mass of 3.65 kg.

The prototype will later be integrated with an aerodynamic wing and control surfaces to enable energy efficient
cruise flight, and in anticipation of this, two servo motors are added to the two rear rotors to achieve thrust vectoring
through tilting of the entire drive mechanisms. This will allow the prototype to gain forward acceleration without
pitching the main body too much until it flies fast enough for the wing to be effective. However, this active tilting is not
exploited here since we are concerned with the optimization of fixed design parameters only.

(a) Top (b) Side

Fig. 4 Schematic diagrams of the prototype aircraft in Fig. 1b denoted with design parameters and rotor
numbers. The origin of the body frame coincides with the center of gravity. Rotor positions and orientations
are defined with respect to the body frame.
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Table 1 Prototype design parameters

Parameter x1 x2 x3 x4 y1 y2 z1 z2 θ∗1 θ∗2

Value 44 cm 18 cm −14 cm −46 cm 25 cm 10 cm 0 cm 7 cm 19◦ 13◦

Table 2 Rotor constants

Constant cT cP d ν̄ f̄ γ ρ

Value 0.1753 0.0911 15.24 cm 410 RPS 19.47 N 0.0126 1.225 kg/m3

B. Design Optimization
In order to find optimal orientations of the rotors, the optimization in Sec. III.C is solved for this specific aircraft.

The design parameters for the optimization are chosen as d = [θ1, θ2]
>, where ±θi is a constant, body y-axis tilt angle of

a pair of rotors on the same row (Fig. 4). The tilt directions are chosen such that the direction of the body z-component
of yaw moment generated by tilting matches that of the reactive yaw moment from each rotor. The domain of design
parameters is D = {d | 0◦ ≤ θi ≤ 20◦, i = 1, 2}. The set R consists of all possible two-rotor failure cases. Regarding κ,
it is assumed that the rectangular cuboid is centered at the origin, implying that an equal amount of control authority is
desired in both positive and negative directions for each dimension ofM(d). As a result, additional constraints are
added to Eq. (2): ζ

i
= −ζ̄i , ζ̄i > 0, i = 1, 2, 3. Furthermore, we assume that the ability to control roll, pitch, and yaw

is of identical importance and let β1 = β2 = β3 = 1. The optimal cost κ∗
R
on D is depicted in Fig. 5. The optimal

solution d∗ = [θ∗1, θ
∗
2]
> is listed in Table 1. When there is no rotor failure, the loss in maximum vertical thrust in the

body z-direction due to the tilt angles is relatively small; only 4% loss compared to the case of all rotors vertical.

C. Comparison of Controllability with Rotor Failure
A comparison between the optimized design d∗ and a typical design choice of d0 = [0, 0]> over the fail set R is

shown in Table 3. One can see that κ∗r (d∗) > κ∗r (d0) for all r ∈ R. Two notable cases are r = (3, 7) and r = (4, 8), where
the optimal costs are zero for d0. In these cases, m = 0 is on the boundary ofMr (d0), and yaw moment is coupled with
roll moment (Fig. 6a). For instance, it is not possible to generate negative yaw moment and negative roll moment at the
same time for the case of r = (3, 7). Indeed, the linear analysis shows that these cases are not controllable around static
hover [32]. In such cases, one may give up yaw authority and focus on roll control, as is commonly done in the literature,
since roll directly affects position control. However, this may not be a desirable behavior for some multi-rotor aircraft,
such as PAVs introduced earlier. This difficulty comes from the fact that the two failed rotors have the same rotation
direction, and the aircraft suddenly loses a large amount of its capability to generate yaw moment in one direction when
they fail simultaneously. Furthermore, these rotors are located on the same side with respect to the body x-axis, and the
failure of these rotors significantly reduces the amount of generable roll moment in one direction.

0

2020

0.05

15 15

0.1

1010

0.15

5 5

0 0

0.2

Fig. 5 Optimal cost κ∗
R
on D. The optimal design parameters are marked with a red star.
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Table 3 Comparison of κ∗r (d∗) and κ∗r (d0) over R

r ∈ R (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (1,5) (1,6) (1,7) (1,8) (2,3) (2,4) (2,5) (2,6) (2,7) (2,8) (3,4)
κ∗r (d

∗) 2.04 1.01 0.20 0.20 2.09 1.89 1.89 0.20 1.01 2.09 0.20 1.89 1.89 1.34
κ∗r (d0) 0.48 0.23 0.16 0.09 0.48 0.44 0.44 0.16 0.23 0.48 0.09 0.44 0.44 0.33
r ∈ R (3,5) (3,6) (3,7) (3,8) (4,5) (4,6) (4,7) (4,8) (5,6) (5,7) (5,8) (6,7) (6,8) (7,8)
κ∗r (d

∗) 1.12 1.34 0.19 1.34 1.34 1.12 1.34 0.19 2.58 1.59 1.08 1.08 1.59 1.58
κ∗r (d0) 0.33 0.33 0 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0 0.57 0.41 0.15 0.15 0.41 0.40

The optimized design d∗, on the other hand, ensures that m = 0 is in the interior ofMr (d
∗) and maintains null

controllability of the aircraft after the failure of the same sets of rotors (Fig. 6b). In this case, tilted rotors generate
additional yaw moment from the body x-directional forces, which compensates for the loss of yaw moment from rotor
failure. As a result, the coupling between roll and yaw moments is resolved near the origin, and both moments can
independently be generated in positive and negative directions, without having to give up yaw control authority.

D. Control Allocation
Up to this point, the main tool for our analysis has beenMr (d) that represents the full set of attainable moments

when rotor failure occurs. Theoretically, an aircraft should be able to generate any m ∈ Mr (d); in practice, however,
the problem of how to generate m (and f ) still remains, because the raw control inputs for multi-rotor aircraft are rotor
speeds rather than force and moment. Solving for the mapping between rotor speeds and force and moment is referred
to as a control allocation, which is implemented in a mixer (Fig. 3).

Let us define a vector of rotor speeds ν = [ν2
1, ν

2
2, · · · , ν

2
nr
]>. The mapping between u = [ f >,m>]> and ν is called

a control effectiveness matrix E, the definition of which can be inferred from the relationships discussed in Sec. III.A

as E = ρcT d4

(
ẑ1 · · · ẑnr
µ1 · · · µnr

)
and u = Eν. Overactuated multi-rotor aircraft have more number of rotors than the

dimension of u, and thus, the goal of control allocation is essentially to map a lower dimensional space onto a higher
one. Hence, there may exist multiple solutions of ν generating the same u. A typical way of addressing this redundancy
is to solve the following problem:

ν∗ = argmin
ν

‖ν‖2,

subject to u = Eν, ν ≤ ν ≤ ν̄,
(3)

where ν and ν̄ are lower and upper bounds of ν. The optimization Eq. (3) aims to find a minimum energy solution ν∗
from the feasible set of ν generating u. The downside of this approach is that Eq. (3) is required to be solved numerically
on board, and it is not ideal for real-time applications where ν needs to be updated as fast as hardware allows.

(a)Mr (d0), r = (3, 7) (b)Mr (d
∗), r = (3, 7)

Fig. 6 (a)Mr (d0) with r = (3, 7). Note that the origin (marked with a red dot) is on the boundary. Because of
this, generation of roll and yaw moments is coupled. (b)Mr (d

∗) with r = (3, 7). Independent generation of roll
and yaw moments is possible in this case and the aircraft is null controllable. The axes are not drawn in scale.
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Fig. 7 The prototype in flight. The two rotors indicated by dotted circles are intentionally failed.

(a)Mr (d0), r = (1, 8) (b)Mr (d
∗), r = (1, 8)

Fig. 8 (a)Mr (d0)with r = (1, 8). The aircraft is expected to have little yaw authority. (b)Mr (d
∗)with r = (1, 8).

The aircraft is expected to have a reasonable amount of roll, pitch, and yaw authority. Red boxes represent the
corresponding κ∗r .

As an alternative, the right pseudoinverse E+ of E is usually deployed in practice, i.e., ν∗ = E+u. This approach
can compute ν∗ quickly by the use of a static mapping E+ instead of solving online optimization. Indeed, this ν∗ is a
solution to Eq. (3) if the inequality constraint is ignored; however, ν∗ may unnecessarily hit saturation when there exists
another ν generating u without saturation.

In the authors’ previous work [25], we proposed another control allocation method that minimizes the energy
consumption by optimizing the inverse E′ of E and reduces the risk of saturation by evenly distributing the effort of
vertical thrust generation across all rotors:

min
E′

‖E′‖F +
1
nr

nr∑
i=1
|e′i −mean(e′)|,

subject to EE′ = I, e′ ≤ 0,
(4)

where e′ corresponds to the column of E′ governing the allocation of vertical force. Note that Eq. (4) is convex and
easily solved. For the experiments described in the next section, we solved this problem for d∗ and d0, with and without
rotor failures, and implemented the resultant E′ to our aircraft as static mappings for fast execution.

E. Hardware Experiment
Experiments are conducted on the prototype aircraft to test the aircraft’s controllability after rotor failure. We used

a Pixhawk flight controller [33] to control the prototype, with changes made to the open-source firmware to enable
custom control allocation functions obtained by solving Eq. (4).

In the experiments, we intentionally failed rotors No. 1 and No. 8 of the aircraft (Fig. 7). The resulting moment sets
for d0 and d∗ are shown in Fig. 8. From this figure, it is anticipated that the aircraft has little yaw authority with d0,
although it is able to generate a reasonable amount of roll and pitch moments after the rotor failure. On the other hand,
the aircraft with d∗ is expected to generate a reasonable amount of roll, pitch, and yaw moments.
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Fig. 9 Time history of angle and position states of the prototype with d0 after perturbations were made in each
axis. The prototype was able to track roll and pitch commands as well as negative yaw command. However, it
started to become unstable at around t = 10 s in (c) while yawing in a positive direction.

In order to compare the null controllability of the prototype between d0 and d∗, we configured the prototype with
each of them one at a time, and then perturbed each Euler angle state of the prototype individually through manual
remote control. The perturbation was made in both directions of each Euler angle to check the directional dependency
of the moment generation. Then we observed the state evolution of angular states as well as the prototype’s position in
the inertial frame, which the body frame was initially aligned with, to see how well the prototype reaches static hover.
The experiments were run without changing position and attitude controllers so that the effect of design change on the
flight performance is solely verified.

The result of d0 is shown in Fig. 9. Figures 9a and 9b show that the prototype was able to track roll and pitch
commands and arrive at static hover once the perturbations were removed. Regarding yaw, the prototype was able to
track negative yaw command while holding its position; however, yawing in positive direction caused instability to
the prototype due to its limited capability to generate positive yaw moment, and the prototype was not able to hold its
position anymore. This observation agrees with our discussion in Sec. IV.C; both rotors No. 1 and No. 8 are in charge of
generating positive yaw moment and their failure made it difficult for the prototype to yaw in positive direction.

The result of d∗ is shown in Fig. 10. As expected, the prototype remained null controllable after rotor failure and
was able to track all of roll, pitch, and yaw commands, reaching static hover when the perturbations were removed.

V. Conclusion
This paper presented a novel design optimization method of multi-rotor aircraft robust to rotor failure, with the goal

of maximizing a quality measure derived from the notion of null controllability that is related to the aircraft’s ability
to reach static hover. The design procedure was illustrated in detail with the Autonomous Flying Ambulance model
being developed at Caltech’s Center for Autonomous Systems and Technologies. We compared controllability of the
optimized design with a design having only vertical rotors and showed that the optimized design was able to maintain
null controllability for the failure cases with which the latter design was not able to do so. We also validated our results
with a set of hardware experiments using the prototype aircraft. We showed that the prototype configured with the
optimal design parameters can stabilize its attitude against perturbations in all angular states even after losing two rotors.
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Fig. 10 Time history of angle and position states of the prototype with d∗ after perturbations were made in
each axis. The prototype was able to track roll, pitch, and yaw commands in both directions.
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